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Abstract—As geo tags recording where a picture was taken are becoming part of image metadata, studying image classification approaches that can favorably exploit geo tags and the underlying geo context is an emerging topic. This paper contributes to geo-aware image classification by studying how to encode geo information into image representation. Given a geo-tagged image, we propose to extract geo-aware tag features by tag propagation from the geo and visual neighbors of the given image. Depending on what neighbors are used and how they are weighted, we present and compare eight variants of geo-aware tag features. Using millions of Flickr images as source data for tag feature extraction, experiments on a popular benchmark set justify the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed tag features for geo-aware image classification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Geo tags recording where a photo was taken are becoming part of image metadata, thanks to the widespread use of GPS-enabled cameras and smart phones. Social media platforms such as Flickr allow a user to manually assign geo tags to a specific image by pinpointing the image onto a digital world map [1], [2]. Moreover, research on automatic geo-tagging is making a good progress [3]–[5]. All this results in the ever-increasing amounts of geo-tagged images. As in early 2009, Flickr claimed to host over 100 million geo-tagged images1. Intuitively, knowing where an image was photographed may help predict what objects and scenes are present in the visual content, and consequently improve image classification. For instance, images taken in a zoo area have a higher chance to contain imagery of animals when compared to images taken in an urban area. It is thus valuable to study image classification approaches that can favorably exploit geo tags and the underlying geo context.

Towards geo-aware image classification, a number of methods have been introduced [6]–[14]. In [6], for instance, Moxley et al. build a geo-aware tag suggestion tool which recommends new tags to a given image based on tag statistics of images which were taken nearby the location of the given image. In Cao et al. [9], images taken in the same place are constrained to have the same labels. In a more recent work by Liu et al. [13], a geo-aware tag recommendation system is built by considering geo tags at a city level. All these works have demonstrated the potential of geo-aware image classification.

It is well recognized that features are crucial for image classification. Given powerful features, one can build an effective image classification system even with relatively simple classifiers. Nevertheless, few works are conducted to encode geo tags at the feature level. An initial work towards this direction is from Joshi and Luo [7]. Given a geo-tagged image, they first retrieve place entities that are closest to the location of the given image by querying a geographical information system database. Textual descriptions of these places are merged to form a bag-of-tags feature. Notice that visual content is not considered in this process, and consequently, two distinct images would have similar tags as long as they are spatially close. So such a geo-aware feature is questionable. How to encode geo information at the feature level has not been well explored.

In the traditional content based scenario, features refer to low-level features directly extracted from pixels [15]–[17]. Among them, the bag of visual words (BoW) feature obtained by quantizing SIFT like local descriptors has been a de facto choice [18]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to directly encode geo information into the BoW feature. Wang et al. propose a novel tag-based image feature [19]. Given an unlabeled image, the tag feature is constructed by first retrieving visual neighbors from many user-tagged images, and then propagating tags associated with the neighbors to the given image. In order to make the tag feature geo-aware, one might consider replacing the visual neighbors by the image’s geo neighbors for tag propagation. However, this straightforward solution is problematic due to the following reasons. First, the distribution of user-contributed images is inherently unbalanced, as Fig. 1 shows. This property requires a solution to be aware of the varied image density. Second, the effectiveness of geo clues for image classification is concept dependent [11]. Comparing two concepts ‘dog’ and ‘panda’, for instance, while the former can be seen almost everywhere, the latter can only be observed in specific zoos for common users. Finally, for varied reasons including measuring error of GPS sensors and unreliability of manual annotation, geo tags in social media are not meant to be perfect. By comparing geo tags
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1http://code.flickr.net/2009/02/04/100000000-geotagged-photos-plus/
of Flickr images with manually corrected locations, a recent study suggests that deviation of geo tagging can range from hundreds of meters to several kilometers [20]. Solely exploring geo context is unreliable. Therefore, the feature in demand has to be both content-aware and geo-aware.

In this paper, we contribute to geo-aware image classification by encoding geo information at the feature level. Although a considerable amount of works have been done to exploit many geo-tagged images shared on social media, most of them focus on leveraging the geo clue to recommend novel tags [6], [8], [12], [21], without an explicit recognition of the tags as feature vectors for classification. Because of this, the output of a geo-aware tag recommendation system, e.g., [8], is chosen to optimize tag ranks, rather than for representation. Consequently, simply transforming the output to generate a tag feature vector is questionable. Our work bears some technical resemblance to previous works, as they perform tag propagation. However, we take a one step further by explicitly defining a new tag feature which can simultaneously describe the image content and the associated geo context. As for many images their geo tags are known to be inaccurate, we study the robustness of the proposed tag feature given noise geo tagging. To the best of our knowledge, such a quantitative evaluation has not been done before in the public literature of geo-aware image classification. A preliminary version of this work appears in [22]. We extend [22] as follows. Towards finding the optimal strategy for extracting geo-aware tag features, we study what neighbors to use and how the neighbors shall be weighted, increasing the number of geo-aware tag features from one in [22] to eight. Besides the newly added robust analysis, we enlarge the scale of the geo-tagged image collection from one million to ten million to reveal the influence of data scale on geo-aware tag features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section II. Our approach to building geo-aware tag features is presented in in Section III. Experiments are setup in Section IV, followed by result analysis in Section V. Conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

This paper is to develop a semantic feature for geo-aware image classification, so it is in connection with research on semantic features and research on geo-aware image classification. In what follows, we first shortly review some representative works on the two topics.

A. Building semantic features

In the context of image retrieval, Rasiwasia et al. are probably the first to build a semantic feature as an alternative to low-level visual features [23]. They construct a semantic space, wherein each dimension corresponds to a specific concept classifier. For a given image, by classifying it using these classifiers, the authors map the given image into the semantic space. By applying visual concept classifiers to videos, Merler et al. build a semantic feature for video event recognition [24].

For image localization, Fang et al. describe visual patterns of a given place by a set of geographically informative attributes such as red wall and yellow roof of ancient architectures in Beijing, the mosques’ rounded roof in Cairo, the windows with railing and the stylistic balcony in London [25]. As mainly designed for landmark recognition, these attributes are unsuitable for classifying generic images. Sergej proposes to describe an image with a probabilistic distribution over latent topics jointly learned by LDA model on many geo-tagged images [26], but the method requires test images to be associated with user tags. For tag suggestion, Liu et al. represent both images and tags in a common subspace, learned from many user-tagged images [13]. By restricting the images to be taken within the same city, the subspace carries geo information to some extent. However, the city level resolution is too coarse to precisely describe the geo context of a specific image.

Wang et al. propose a tag-based image feature [19]. For a given image, a tag histogram is built by retrieving images
visually similar to the given image from a large collection of user-tagged images, and counting tags associated with the similar images. In contrast to the predefined concepts as used in [23], [24], [27], user tags provide a more lively description of images. Furthermore, constructing the tag feature is lightweight as it requires no classifier training. A recent survey shows that tags propagated from visual neighbors as as effective as tags predicted by some heavily trained models for describing image content [16]. Thus, we opt to develop our solution on the basis of [19].

B. Geo-aware image classification

While quite a few papers have been published to exploit geo tags in varied ways, most of them do not consider building geo-aware features for image classification. In the work by Moxley et al. [6], for instance, a novel image is automatically annotated by a geo k nearest neighbor classifier. In that work, geo tags are used to compute the geographical distance between images. In a follow-up work [8], Kleban et al. propose to weight the geo neighbors in terms of their visual similarity to the novel image. Focusing on personal photo albums within the same context in terms of location and date, Cao et al. [21] propose a batch-tagging method. They utilize geo tags as a constraint to enforce that photos which are geographically close shall share the same labels. Instead of devising a new geo-based classifier, Li et al. build a geo-aware image classification system by combining multiple meta classifiers which are either content-based or geo-based [11]. Qian et al. exploit visual, geo, and temporal neighbors for personalized image tagging, without considering tag features [12]. Zhang et al. [28] propose to measure the semantic similarity of tags by comparing geo-spatial, temporal, and geo-temporal patterns of use in a large collection of geo-tagged Flickr images. According to their study, tags that have strong geo-temporal patterns are related to periodic events such as festivals and seasons. We are interested in generic visual concepts which may lack geo-temporal patterns.

Different from the above works, Joshi and Luo introduce a tag feature by a geo-decoding using a geographical information system [7]. The system contains over 8 million place names all over the world with manually edited descriptions. Given a test image, its geo tags are used to localize places nearby. The descriptions of these places are combined to form the tag feature. As aforementioned, this tag feature fully ignores the visual content. By contrast, our tag features are both content-aware and geo-aware.

III. OUR APPROACH

By exploiting many user-tagged images and associated geographical information, we aim to build a novel tag feature for geo-aware image classification. For the ease of consistent description, we first introduce some notations. Let x be a specific image, which is associated with geo tags showing the location where the image was taken. We use t to denote a user tag, and $\mathcal{V} = \{t_1, \ldots, t_m\}$ as a vocabulary of m tags. Representing the image by these tags results in a tag feature of m dimensions, denoted as $T(x)$. We will build image classifiers upon the tag feature. In order to construct a geo-aware version of $T(x)$, we need a source set of many images which contain both user tags and geo tags. While previous work exploits only visual affinity of such a source set [19], we exploit both visual and geo affinity for deriving tag features that are both content-aware and geo-aware. To clarify the difference, we use $S_{\text{vis}}$ to denote a source set from which visually similar images are found, and $S_{\text{geo}}$ for another source set wherein geographically close images are found. While the two sets can be the same in theory, computing geo affinity is much more light than computing visual affinity. Consequently, the scale of $S_{\text{geo}}$ can be much larger compared to $S_{\text{vis}}$.

Next, we depict how to build geo-aware tag features in Section III-A, followed by their usage for image classification in Section III-B.

A. Strategies for building geo-aware tag features

For a given image, we encode the geo context of this image into its tag feature by propagating tags from the image’s geo neighbors. As noted in Section I, fully relying on the geo neighbors could result in suboptimal tag features. Exploiting both geo and visual affinities is necessary. Depending on what neighbors are considered and how the neighbors are weighted, we propose multiple strategies, resulting in eight variants of geo-aware tag features.

Strategy 1: Tag propagation from geo neighbors. Given an image x, we first retrieve its k nearest geo neighbors from the source set $S_{\text{geo}}$ in terms of the geographical distance. For each tag $t \in \mathcal{V}$, we count the number of the geo neighbors labeled with t. As illustrated in left part of Fig. 2, the resultant tag histogram, after $l_1$ normalization, forms the tag feature. We use $T_{\text{gnn}}(x)$ to indicate the tag feature generated from the geo neighbors.

As aforementioned, the density of user-contributed images varies over locations, and consequently yields geo neighbors of varied quality. In particular, in areas of low density, geo neighbors in distance should not be treated equally as those located nearby. The idea is to differentiate them by assigning larger weight to the nearer neighbors and smaller weights to more distant ones. For each tag $t \in \mathcal{V}$, we accumulate the weights of geo neighbors labeled with $t$, instead of the binary count as for $T_{\text{gnn}}(x)$.

To compute the weights, we consider the geo affinity and the visual affinity, respectively. For the geo affinity, we compute the geo distance $d_{\text{geo}}(x', x)$ between a specific geo neighbor $x'$ and the given image x. The distance is converted to a weight by $\exp\left(-\frac{d_{\text{geo}}(x, x')}{h_{\text{geo}}}\right)$, where $h_{\text{geo}}$ is an attenuation coefficient. The resultant tag feature is denoted as $T_{\text{gnn},\text{geo}}(x)$.

In a similar vein, we compute the visual affinity based weight as $\exp\left(-\frac{d_{\text{vis}}(x, x')}{h_{\text{vis}}}\right)$, where $d_{\text{vis}}(x, x')$ is an image-wise visual distance function, and $h_{\text{vis}}$ is an attenuation coefficient. The corresponding tag feature is denoted as $T_{\text{gnn},\text{vis}}(x)$. Notice that the way this feature extracted is
technically close to the image annotation model by Kleban et al. [8], when viewing the output of their model as individual dimensions of the tag feature.

**Strategy 2: Tag propagation from visual-reranked geo neighbors.** We are given with geo tags not meant to be perfect. The deviation of geo tags from the true location where an image was taken may give an erroneous profile of the geo context. Though the neighbors are weighted in Strategy 1, their order remains unchanged. So we consider directly manipulating the order by visual reranking. In particular, we first retrieve a relatively large geo neighbors candidate set and then re-rank them according to their visual affinity to the given image. We use $T_{gnn,v}(x)$ to denote the tag feature produced by this strategy.

**Strategy 3: Tag propagation from visual/geo neighbors.** As the effectiveness of geo clues for image classification is concept dependent, constructing tag features solely from geo context is suboptimal. Next, we investigate strategies that deriving tag features by propagating tags from both visual and geo neighbors simultaneously. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 2, wherein on the left side we first retrieve the k geo neighbors from $S_{geo}$ and then on the right side we retrieve another set of k visual neighbors from $S_{vis}$. Tag propagation is performed from the union of visual and geo neighbors. This simple strategy makes the resultant tag features aware of visual content and the underlying geo context.

According to the use of unweighted/weighted geo neighbors in Strategy 1, we denote these new variants of the tag feature as $T_{vnn|gnn}(x)$, $T_{vnn|gnn_w}(x)$, $T_{vnn|gnn_v}(x)$ and $T_{vnn|gnn_{w,v}}(x)$.

Notice that the visual neighbors are treated equally in the tag propagation process. Our consideration of not weighting them in terms of their geo or visual distance to the given image is as follows. First, except for a few landmarks, visual patterns shared by the given image and its visual neighbors could appear in many places of the world. Hence, it does not make sense to re-weight visual neighbors in terms of the geo distance. Second, given high-dimensional visual features, the distance variance in the neighborhood is relatively small. Consequently, the difference made by the visual distance based weights is marginal.

For the ease of reference, we summarize the eight features in Table I. For a more comprehensive picture, we also analyze the efficiency in tag feature extraction. The amount of computational work is mainly on finding visual/geo neighbors and extracting a tag histogram from the neighbors. Suppose the dimensionality of the visual feature vector is $p$. Finding $k$ visual neighbors from $S_{vis}$ has a computational complexity of $O(p |S_{vis}| + k \cdot \log |S_{vis}|)$. The complexity of computing the geographical distance between two points, as the great-circle distance we use in this paper, is constant and small. Hence, retrieving $k$ geo neighbors from $S_{geo}$ has a complexity of $O(|S_{geo}| + k \cdot \log |S_{geo}|)$. In addition, the neighbor weighting schemes also introduce some overhead, e.g., $O(k)$ for $T_{vnn|gnn_v}(x)$ and $O(p \cdot k)$ for $T_{vnn|gnn_{w,v}}(x)$. The complexity of extracting the tag histogram is $O(k \cdot l + m)$, where $l$ is the average number of tags per image. The overall complexity is given in Table I.

**B. Image classification using tag features**

Since the tag features are designed to capture higher level semantics, they are complementary to visual features to some extent. Hence, geo-aware image classification by multi-modal fusion is meaningful.

There are a large body of research works for multimedia fusion [11], [29], [30]. In the context of web image search, Wang et al. [29] propose to integrate multiple modalities in a graph-based learning framework for re-ranking, achieved by linearly combining normalized graph Laplacian regularizers generated from different modalities. As noted in
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag feature</th>
<th>What neighbors?</th>
<th>How to weight geo neighbors?</th>
<th>Computational complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn}}(x)</td>
<td>geo neighbors</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>$O(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},vis}(x)</td>
<td>geo neighbors</td>
<td>$\exp(-\frac{d_{\text{geo}}(x,x')}{h_{\text{geo}}})$</td>
<td>$O(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},geo}(x)</td>
<td>geo neighbors</td>
<td>$\exp(-\frac{d_{\text{vis}}(x,x')}{h_{\text{vis}}})$</td>
<td>$O(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},geo}(x)</td>
<td>visual-ranked geo neighbors</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>$O(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},vis}(x)</td>
<td>union of geo and visual neighbors</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>$O(p \cdot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},vis}(x)</td>
<td>union of geo and visual neighbors</td>
<td>$\exp(-\frac{d_{\text{geo}}(x,x')}{h_{\text{geo}}})$</td>
<td>$O(p \cdot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},vis}(x)</td>
<td>union of geo and visual neighbors</td>
<td>$\exp(-\frac{d_{\text{vis}}(x,x')}{h_{\text{vis}}})$</td>
<td>$O(p \cdot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{nn},vis}(x)</td>
<td>union of visual-ranked geo neighbors and visual neighbors</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>$O(p \cdot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Experimental Setup

A. Data sets

Source sets. For extracting the proposed tag features, we need many images which are associated with both user tags and geo tags. To that end, we instantiate $S_{\text{geo}}$ and $S_{\text{vis}}$ with a set of one million Flickr images collected by Li et al. [11]. Covering photos taken in over 100 countries by 145K distinct users, this set is diverse in terms of both visual content and geographical distribution. Further, to study the impact of the source set size on the tag features, we enlarge $S_{\text{geo}}$ by adding geo-tagged Flickr images from the MediaEval Placing tasks 2013 and 2014 [34], with batch-tagged images excluded. This results in a set of 10 million images, and consequently allows us to study the influence of the dataset scale on geo-aware tag features. Notice that we fix $S_{\text{vis}}$ to be the 1M set, as the effect of data scale on visual neighbors has been discussed in the literature, c.f. [19], [35].

Ground-truth data. To evaluate a geo-aware image classification system, ground truth that contains both geo tags and expert labels are required. To fulfill this requirement, we use the geo-tagged part of the popular NUS-WIDE set [36], resulting in a training set of 41,173 images and a test set of 27,401 images. We make a random partition of the training set, where 70% of the data is used for training classifiers, and the remaining 30% is used for optimizing the combination of textual and visual classifiers. Ignoring rare concepts (with less than 10 positive examples), we test on 75 concepts covering an array of objects, scenes, and events such as ‘dog’, ‘valley’, and ‘protest’.

B. Implementation

Parameters for tag features. Following [19], we construct the tag vocabulary $\mathcal{V}$ by selecting the top 2,000 most frequent tags in the 1M set, with stop words, camera brands, and non English words excluded beforehand. So all tag features have a dimensionality of 2,000.

BovW features are extracted for finding visual neighbors and for building visual classifiers. For each image, we use the color descriptor software [18] to extract many SIFT descriptors in a dense manner. With the descriptors

[29], a prerequisite for the graph-based learning algorithm is that given a textual query, the images to be re-ranked are partially labelled, and the label information are used as a priori to regularize the learning process. Retrieved by a commercial search engine, the labels of the initial search results in [29] are relatively reliable. In contrast, no initial results are available for geo-aware image classification, making the graph-based learning unsuitable in our context. Therefore, per modality we build SVM classifiers which require no label information on the test data.

On combining heterogeneous SVM classifiers, Guillumin et al. [30] use a Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) framework, where kernels of different modalities are linearly combined. An attractive property of this framework is that both the classifier parameters and the combination weights are jointly optimized. However, for the consideration of efficiency, current MKL implementations, e.g., [31], require the full kernel matrices of every modality to be precomputed and cached into memory. This limits their scalability for large-scale classification. As an alternative, Li et al. [11], [32] suggest that combining trained classifiers by late fusion with the fusion weights optimized by coordinate ascent is also effective. By optimizing one weight per time, coordinate ascent is able to effectively maximize non-differentiable performance metrics, e.g., the popular average precision. We thus go for this simpler and more scalable strategy for multi-modal fusion. As discussed in Section I, the effectiveness of the geo clues is concept dependent. Hence, we learn the fusion weights per concept.

Given the tag features, we build textual classifiers for classifying unlabeled and unseen images. In particular, we adopt the Fast Intersection Kernel SVMs (FikSVMs) proposed by Maji et al. [33] for its good performance and high efficiency. By computing the decision function via linear interpolation on a fixed array of precomputed points, FikSVMs makes its prediction complexity irrelevant with respect to the number of support vectors. Similarly, we use FikSVMs to build visual classifiers based on the bag of visual words feature.
quantized by a precomputed codebook of size 1,024, the image is represented by a 1,024-dim BovW vector. The visual distance function $d_{vis}(x, x')$ is defined as the $l_1$ distance between the visual feature vectors, while the geographical distance $d_{geo}(x, x')$ is implemented by the great-circle distance between two points. The attenuation coefficients $h_{vis}$ and $h_{geo}$ are empirically set to be 0.681 and 10. For the number of neighbors $k$, by trying a range of values, we find $k = 150$ a solid choice.

For each concept and for each tag feature, we train FikSVM classifiers using the implementation of [37].

**Evaluation criteria**. We report Average Precision (AP) per concept, and mean Average Precision (mAP) to measure the overall performance.

**V. Experiments and Results**

Four experiments are designed to reveal how the tag features perform when used alone or in combination with visual features, how sensitive they are with respect to extra noise artificially introduced into geo tagging, and how they react as the source set grows.

**A. Experiment 1. Classification using Tag Features only**

In this experiment, image classifiers are built with only tag features. As shown in Table II, building geo-aware tag features solely by the geo clue is not always better than the standard tag feature: $T_{gnn}$ with an mAP of 0.138 is worse than $T_{vnn}$, having an mAP of 0.159. The effectiveness of $T_{gnn}$ fully depends on the quality of the geo neighbors. The more distant a neighbor is found, the less likely that the neighbor’s tags are useful to describe the test image. For a better understanding of the relatively low performance of $T_{gnn}$, for each test image we analyze how its geo neighbors are geographically distributed. As shown in Fig. 3, for only 20% of the test images, their 150 geo neighbors are found within a radius of one kilometer. For over 50% of the test images, their 150 geo neighbors cannot be fully retrieved within a radius of ten kilometers. The lack of reliable geo neighbors affects the effectiveness of $T_{gnn}$. This issue can be tackled to some extent by assigning weights to the neighbors or reranking them in terms of their visual distance, as justified by the result that $T_{gnn_{vr}}, T_{gnn_{gw}},$ and $T_{gnn_{uw}}$ outperform $T_{vnn}$.

The top performers are $T_{vnn∪gnn_{gw}}$, $T_{vnn∪gnn_{uw}}$, and $T_{vnn∪gnn_{svw}}$, scoring mAP of 0.293, 0.273, and 0.271, respectively. The results show that joint use of both visual and geo neighbors is effective. Notice that while $T_{gnn_{vr}}$ is the best when using only geo neighbors, the union of the visual neighbors and the visually reranked geo neighbors yields less effective tag features, as $T_{vnn∪gnn_{vr}}$ is worse than $T_{vnn∪gnn}$. This is because the visual modality is emphasized by visual reranking, making the geo and visual neighbors less complementary to each other.

Concerning the superior performance of $T_{vnn∪gnn}$ against $T_{gnn}$, one might attribute the result to the double use of the neighbors. Compared to $T_{vnn}$ using $k$ neighbors, $T_{vnn∪gnn}$ employs $2 \times k$ neighbors in theory. So we report the performance given different values of $k$. As shown in Fig. 4, $T_{vnn∪gnn}$ beats $T_{vnn}$ under different values of $k$. Also we observe that the tag features are robust with respect to the choice of $k$.

As aforementioned, while [8] is not meant for building tag features, the output of their model can technically be used to generate a tag feature, denoted as $T_{GlobalAnno}$. As shown in Table II, $T_{GlobalAnno}$ is less effective than $T_{gnn_{uw}}$. The difference is due to the fact that when computing the visual weights, $T_{GlobalAnno}$ uses the $l_2$ distance according to [8], while $T_{gnn_{uw}}$ uses the $l_1$ distance.

**B. Experiment 2. Classification using Visual and Tag Features**

To study whether the geo-aware tag features are helpful when used together with visual features, we implement and compare the following systems:

1) **Visual**: Classification using the visual feature only.
2) **Visual + $T_{vnn}$**: Combining the visual classifier and the textual classifier built upon $T_{vnn}$ [19].
3) **Visual + $T_{vnn∪gnn}$**: Combining the visual classifier and the textual classifier built upon $T_{vnn∪gnn}$ [22].
4) **Visual + $T_{vnn∪gnn_{uw}}$**: Combining the visual classifier and the textual classifier built upon $T_{vnn∪gnn_{uw}}$.
5) **Visual + $T_{vnn∪gnn_{gw}}$**: Combining the visual classifier and the textual classifier built upon $T_{vnn∪gnn_{gw}}$.

**Fig. 3. Percentage of the test images whose 150 geo neighbors can be fully retrieved within a given distance**. For more than 50% of the test images, their geo neighbors are not fully covered within a radius of 10 kilometers.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag Feature</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{vnn∪gnn_{gw}}$</td>
<td>0.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{vnn∪gnn_{uw}}$</td>
<td>0.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{vnn∪gnn}$</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{gnn_{vr}}$</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{gnn_{gw}}$</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{gnn_{uw}}$</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{vnn}$</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{GlobalAnno}$</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{gnn}$</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6) Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$: Combining the visual classifier and the textual classifier built upon $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$.

In addition, we compare with the following geo-aware image classification systems, which do not consider geo information at the feature level:

7) Visual + geoKNN: Combining the visual classifier and a geo KNN classifier [11],

8) GeoVisualKNN: A KNN classifier exploits both visual and geo neighbors [12].

9) GlobalAnno: A geo KNN classifier with geo neighbors weighted by their visual similarity to test images [8].

For a fair comparison, we let all the combined systems use the same visual classifiers, and the weights optimized by the same technology on the validation set. Table III shows the results of Experiment 2. Unlike the other systems, GlobalAnno and GeoVisualKNN use no training data from NUS-WIDE, hence their performance are much lower. We confirm previous findings that the geo clue is helpful for improving image classification [11], and adding tag features helps also [19]. The systems using the visual features and the geo-aware tag features perform best, showing that the proposed geo-aware tag features are effective when used in combination with the visual feature.

We compare coordinate ascent based late fusion and Multiple Kernel Learning based fusion. Following [30], we use the SimpleMKL package [31]. As the package needs to load full kernel matrices of all modalities into main memory, we use 70% of the training set, the maximum data size our computation facility can handle. For Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$, the mAP of SimpleMKL is 0.311, lower than its late fusion counterpart (mAP of 0.325). Besides the use of less training data, another possible reason for the relatively lower performance of SimpleMKL is that its learning process does not directly optimize mAP.

A per-concept comparison is given in Fig. 5. For 42 out of the 75 concepts, Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$ improves over Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}}$ with an absolute gain larger than 0.05. Sorting the concepts in descending order by the absolute improvement, we observe that the top ranked five concepts are ‘whale’, ‘hedgehog’, ‘bear’, ‘temple’, and ‘coral’, while the bottom ranked five concepts are ‘sky’, ‘moon’, ‘cloud’, ‘toy’, and ‘garden’. The occurrence of the top ranked concepts is much geographically dependent than the bottom ranked concepts. The results suggest that the proposed tag feature is aware of an image’s geo context.

C. Experiment 3. Robust Analysis with Extra Geo Noises

Although the geo tags are already known to be inaccurate, we study the robustness of the proposed tag features by artificially adding more noises. In particular, for each train/test image, we let its geo tags deviate from the original coordinate in a randomly picked direction, with the deviation distance chosen from {10 meters, 100 meters, 1 km, 2 km, 5 km, 10 km, 20 km}. We conduct robust analysis for $T_{\text{geo}}(x)$, $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}(x)$, and Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}(x)$.

As shown in Fig. 6, the performance of the three systems degenerates as more noises are introduced. Notice that $T_{\text{geo}}$ is more sensitive to the noises, with a relative performance loss of 12.1% and 19.5% at the disturbance level of 2 km and 5 km, respectively. The visual modality improves the robustness, both in the early stage for building the tag feature $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$ and in the late stage for building the classification system Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$. The results show that our system is tolerable to a geo tagging error of 1 km.

Fig. 7 shows the influence of extra geo noises (with 20 km deviation) on individual concepts. The behavior of the concepts is largely consistent with what we have observed in Fig. 5. i.e., concepts that benefit more from the geo information are more sensitive to the geo noises, see ‘tiger’, ‘airplane’, and ‘protest’, for instance. Interestingly, we observe several exceptions such as ‘horse’, ‘glacier’, and ‘whale’. These concepts are more likely to be observed in much wide areas, so a coarse localization already helps. The influence of geo noises varies over concepts.

D. Experiment 4. The Effect of Data Scale

To study the influence of data scale on building geo-aware tag features, we consider $S_{\text{geo}}$ of varied scales, let it be {0.2, 0.6, 1, 5, 10} millions, respectively. Similar to the previous experiment, we experiment with $T_{\text{geo}}$, $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$, and Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GlobalAnno [8]</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeoVisualKNN [12]</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual + geoKNN [11]</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}}$ [19]</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This work

| Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$ | 0.325 |
| Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$ | 0.327 |
| Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$ | 0.339 |
| Visual + $T_{\text{vnn}} \cup \text{geo}$ | 0.298 |
As shown in Table IV, the performance of the three systems improves as $S_{geo}$ grows. As the data scale increases, more geo neighbors can be retrieved in a small region, making the geo context better modeled. As a consequence, we observe a relatively rapid improvement of $T_{gnn}$. Still, the joint use of the geo and visual neighbors is important. When 10M geo-tagged images are used, $Visual + T_{vnn, gnn}$ produces the highest mAP of 0.347.

E. Examples

For a more intuitive understanding of the geo-aware tag feature, we visualize in Fig. 8 the accumulated difference between $T_{vnn, gnn}(x)$ and $T_{vnn}(x)$ of all the positive examples of a specific concept. For ‘airplane’, related tags such as ‘airport’, ‘airplane’, and ‘boeing’ are enhanced in $T_{vnn, gnn}(x)$. As the tag features are $l_1$ normalized, the increase of a specific tag in the retrieved neighbors will decrease the values of other tags. A tag gets a negative difference score means its value in the geo-aware feature is smaller than its counterpart in $T_{vnn}$, and consequently this dimension becomes less important for classification. Similar results are observed in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c), where tags such as ‘alaska’ and ‘zoo’ are strengthened for ‘bear’, and ‘india’ for ‘temple’. Moreover, unwanted tags propagated from semantically irrelevant visual neighbors such as ‘bird’ and ‘dog’ are suppressed for concept ‘airplane’ and ‘bear’, respectively. These qualitative results again show the effectiveness of the proposed geo-aware tag feature for representing images at a higher level.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For classifying the increasing amounts of geo-tagged images, this paper proposes geo-aware tag features. The features are extracted by exploiting millions of online images associated with both user tags and geo tags. Different from the traditional tag feature obtained by tag propagation from visual neighbors, the new tag feature is built by tag propagation from the union of visual and geo neighbors. This small revision, however, leads to powerful representations for geo-aware image classification. Classification experiments on the popular NUS-WIDE set support the following conclusions.

1) Using geo neighbors alone is problematic due to their sparseness. The joint use of visual and geo neighbors is
The tag features also work well when used in combination with the BoW feature, scoring mAP of 0.347. The system is quite robust as it can maintain its performance even though the geo tags deviate one kilometer from their original coordinates.

To conclude, the proposed tag features are a simple and good representation for geo-aware image classification.
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